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BY FOSTER KLUG
ASSOCIATED PRESS

TOKYO—Belated and beleaguered,
the virus-delayed Tokyo Summer
Olympics finally opened Friday night
with cascading fireworks and made-
for-TV choreography that unfolded
in a near-empty stadium, a colorful
but strangely subdued ceremony that
set a striking tone to match a unique
pandemic Games.

As their opening played out, de-
void of the usual crowd energy, the
Olympics convened amid simmering
anger and disbelief in much of the
host country, but with hopes from

organizers that the excitement of
the sports to follow would offset the
widespread opposition.

“Today is a moment of hope. Yes,
it is very different from what all of
us had imagined,” IOC President
Thomas Bach said. “But let us cherish
this moment because finally we are
all here together.”

“This feeling of togetherness—this
is the light at the end of the dark
tunnel of the pandemic,” Bach de-
clared. Later, Japanese tennis star
Naomi Osaka received the Olympic
flame from a torch relay through the

Tokyo Olympics begin
with muted ceremony

SUMMER GAMES GET UNDERWAY AFTER YEARLONG DELAY

ASHLEY LANDIS / ASSOCIATED PRESS

Japan’s Naomi Osaka reacts after lighting the cauldron
during the opening ceremony in the Olympic Stadium.

ASHLEY LANDIS / ASSOCIATED PRESS

An actor performs during the colorful but
strangely subdued opening ceremony.

PETR DAVID JOSEK / ASSOCIATED PRESS

Sue Bird and Eddy Alvarez carry the American flag as the
U.S. team makes its entrance at the opening ceremony.

BY CATHY DYSON
THE FREE LANCE–STAR

For most of her storied
career in martial arts, which
included earning America’s
first Olympic gold medal in
taekwondo, Arlene Limas
didn’t just battle opponents
on the mat.

As a coach and instruc-
tor, she a lso foug ht to
keep young athletes “safe
from predatory coaches
and teammates.” Those

skilled in the most combat-
ive sports—taekwondo, judo
and boxing—clearly had the
physical abilities to defend
themselves, but “something
was missing,” she said.

They weren’t able to rec-
ognize signs of abuse and
coercion from those they
trusted, Limas said. Their
experiences sound eerily
similar to accounts by more
than 150 girls and young
women who said they were

sexually abused by Larry
Nassar, doctor for the USA
Gymnastics team.

Limas worked on drills to
help youngsters recognize
potential threats—as well
as develop their athletic
skills—during almost 30
years at Power Kix Martial
Arts, her studio in North
Stafford. As she’s kicked
into gear the next phase of
her life—returning to her

LOCAL OLYMPIAN FOCUSES ON ABUSE PREVENTION

Arlene Limas won Olympic
gold in taekwondo in 1988.

SEE OLYMPICS, A5

LEE JIN-MAN / ASSOCIATED PRESS

The stadium is nearly empty for the opening ceremony of the Summer Olympics in Tokyo because of the pandemic.

SEE LIMAS, A5

BY DAVID FISCHER AND TERRY SPENCER
ASSOCIATED PRESS

MIAMI—Firefighters on Friday
declared the end of their search
for bodies at the site of a col-
lapsed Florida condo building,
concluding a month of pains-
taking work removing layers of
dangerous debris that were once
piled several stories high.

The June 24 collapse at the
oceanside Champlain Towers
South killed 97 people, with at
least one more missing person
yet to be identified. The site
has been mostly swept flat and
the rubble moved to a Miami
warehouse. Although forensic
scientists are still at work, in-
cluding examining the debris at
the warehouse, there are no more
bodies to be found where the
building once stood.

Except during the early hours
after the collapse, survivors nev-
er emerged. Search teams spent
weeks battling the hazards of
the rubble, including an unstable
portion of the building that tee-
tered above, a recurring fire and

BY TAFT COGHILL JR.
THE FREE LANCE–STAR

A platinum-selling country
music artist will kick off a late
summer and early fall concert
series at Fredericksburg Nation-
als stadium.

Jimmie Allen, whose hit “Best
Shot” reached No. 1 on the Bill-
board Country Airplay chart in
2018, will launch the FredNats
Concert Series on Aug. 20.

The five-concert lineup will
also feature an “I Love the 90s”
show that will include rap artists
Vanilla Ice, Coolio, Kid ’n Play,
Young MC and R&B group All-
4-One on Sept. 10 and the Beach
Boys later that month.

Tickets will start at $20. The
stadium has a capacity of 5,600,
including luxury suites as well as
stadium and field seating.

It’s the first major concert
series in the city since shows at
Celebrate Virginia in 2018.

“Fredericksburg is ready to
take the next step to have amaz-
ing concerts in this amazing
venue,” Fredericksburg Nationals
General Manager Nick Hall said.

BEACH BOYS, JIMMIE ALLEN
HIGHLIGHT ECLECTIC LINEUP
OF SHOWS STARTING AUG. 20

Concerts
coming to
FredNats
Stadium

SEE CONCERTS, A3

Search
for bodies
at condo
concludes
97 KILLED, ONE STILL MISSING
AS FIREFIGHTERS CLEAR
FLORIDA COLLAPSE SITE

SEE CONDO, A3
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TRAVEL
GEOQUIZ
Which three countries border Cambodia?
Answer: Thailand, Laos and Vietnam. On the
southwest it borders the Gulf of Thailand.

BY MEGAN JOHNSON
OYSTER.COM

You may not realize that the U.S. is filled with hidden, mysterious caves. Several are part of national or state parks,
and they’re worth the excursion. Whether you are a thrill-seeker looking for an adventurous exploration of a cave,

or like the intimate, magical side, the United States has plenty to offer. Here are 10 of the most amazing caves in the U.S.

Tired of scratching the
surface? Dig a little deeper

ISTOCKPHOTO.COM

MAMMOTH CAVE NATIONAL PARK

ISTOCKPHOTO.COM

WIND CAVE NATIONAL PARK FILE / JOHN MILLER / ASSOCIATED PRESS

KARTCHNER CAVERNS STATE PARK

FILE / SUSAN MONTOYA BRYAN / ASSOCIATED PRESS

CARLSBAD CAVERNS NATIONAL PARK

ISTOCKPHOTO.COM

BLACK CHASM CAVERN
LURAY CAVERNS

LURAY CAVERNS

WIKIPEDIA

LOST SEA CAVERNS

ON YOUR NEXT VACATION, EXPLORE THE UNDERGROUND SCENE

MAMMOTH CAVE NATIONAL PARK,
BROWNSVILLE, KEN.

Formed over 10 million years
ago, with over 400 miles of cave
passage, Mammoth Cave is the
longest known cave system in the
world. Established as a national
park in 1941, it was named after its
size, not the woolly ancient ani-
mal. Explore the caves by taking
one of the several tours offered,
and above ground, you can camp,
hike on the over 85 miles of trails,
kayakontheGreenandNolinRiv-
ers and more. Underground, you’ll
see amazing sights like the Star
Chamber that seems like you are
looking at a starry night sky, not
specks on the ceiling, Lovers Leap,
which is lined with signatures of
visitors from the past, or the fa-
mous Gothic Avenue, named for
the formations that are similar to
Gothic architecture.

WIND CAVENATIONAL PARK,
HOT SPRINGS, S.D.

Due to changes in the atmo-
spheric pressure in and out of the
cave, the caves tend to “breathe,”
or produce winds, hence the name
ofWindCaveNationalPark.Filled
with hundreds of passageways
and rooms, some still being dis-
covered, you’ll be amazed by this
underground wonder. For thrill-
seekers, there is the Wild Cave
Tour,whereyoudonhardhatsand
crawl through tight spaces, and
for the less adventurous, there are
an array of less strenuous tours
available. (Please note, the Wild
CaveTour isnotavailable in2021.)

KARTCHNER CAVERNS STATE
PARK, BENSON, ARIZ.

Discovered only less than 50
years ago, Kartchner Caverns was
dedicated as a state park in 1999.
It is home to one of the world’s
longest soda straw stalactites,
measuring in at over 21 feet long,
the world’s extensive formation

SEE CAVES, D5
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of brushite moonmilk, plus the
first reported occurrences of
“turnipshields”and“birdsnest”
needle quartz formations. Be-
sides touring the caves, you can
camp, hike and view wildlife.
Kartchner has also been given
an International Dark Sky Park
Designation, meaning that there
is minimal outdoor lighting to
interfere with the view of the
night sky, giving breathtaking
views of the stars.

CARLSBAD CAVERNS NATIONAL
PARK, NEW MEXICO

Perhaps the most well-known
cave system in the U.S., Carls-
bad Caverns is home to over
100 caves, with more yet to be
discovered. The most recent
room discovered was on Oct.
31, 2013, giving it the name
“Halloween Hall.” You will be
amazed by chambers like the Big
Room, which spans over eight
acres, and is the largest read-
ily accessible cave chamber in
North America. There are spots
of the caverns you can explore
on your own, or you can take
a ranger-guided tour, many of
which require crawling. Please
note, ranger-guided tours are
temporarily suspended due to
COVID-19.

BLACK CHASM CAVERN,
VOLCANO, CALIF.

Declared a National Natural
Landmark in 1976, Black Chasm
Cavern is abound with helic-
tites, which are formations that
seem to defy the laws of gravity
with how they grow every which
way, a formation that is found
in only 5 percent of caves in the
world. You can tour the caverns,
as well as take a tour of the Min-
ers Trail, dating back to the
California Gold Rush during the
19th century.

APE CAVES—SOUTH CASCADES,
LONGVIEW, WASH.

Ape Caves in Washington is
for those who want to explore
on their own—there are no
tours; they are simply part of a

hike. The caves are actually lava
tubes formed by an eruption of
Mt. St. Helen’s 2,000 years ago,
and are located within Mount
St. Helens National Volcanic
Monument and Gifford Pinchot
National Forest. You can choose
to hike the lower cave, which is
less strenuous than the upper

cave, and gives you a chance to
see a geographical anomaly, the
“meatball,” which, according to
a local newspaper, is a “block
of cooled lava which fell from
the lava tube ceiling while lava
was still flowing through the
cave.” The upper cave requires
an 8-foot wall climb, narrow

passageways and climbing over
rock formations.

LURAY CAVERNS,
VIRGINIA

The largest caverns in the
Eastern United States, the Lu-
ray Caverns have been dubbed
“Geology’s Hall of Fame” ac-
cording to the official website.
A registered natural landmark,
you’ll be dazzled by sights like
the Great Stalacpipe Organ, the
world’s largest musical instru-
ment, which, according to the
official website, “literally makes
stalactites sing by gently tap-
ping them throughout three
acres of the caverns.” It is played
live during each tour, so you
should get a chance to hear it if
you go. You’ll also be amazed by
the mirror image of the stalac-
tites given by Dream Lake, and
Titania’s Veil, which showcases
calcite in its purest form.

MOANING CAVERNS,
VALLECITO, CALIF.

Getting its name from the
“moaning” sounds that the

caves sometimes would emit
(due to low water levels in holes
in the rock), Moaning Caverns
houses the largest single cave
chamberinCalifornia.Although
rare now, the moaning sounds
were thought to have lured gold
miners to the caverns in the 19th
century, while MiWok Indian
lore said it was a stone giant who
lured people into the caves,
and ultimately to their deaths.
Which might explain why
several human remains have
been found in the cavern, some
dating back as far as 12,000
years ago. Their most popular
tour is the Spiral Tour, which
leads you down a 100-foot-high
seven-spiral staircase, and is for
visitors of any age. For the more
adventurous (and those older
than 12 years old), there is the
Expedition Tour, which requires
hard hats, crawling and lots of
wriggling!

LOST SEA CAVERNS,
SWEETWATER, TENN.

Listed by the Guinness Book
of World Records as America’s
largest underground lake, the
Lost Sea Caverns is a museum
in and of itself: from an array
of Native American artifacts
found, bones of a Pleistocene
jaguar from 20,000 years ago,
and dates etched in the rock
by visitors from the past. Boat
tours on glass-bottomed boats
will take you to the lost sea after
a tour of the caverns, and for
groups of twelve or more, there
is the option to experience the
wild cave tour, where you not
only get a more up-close look
at the cave, but you can spend
the night! You can also visit the
general store, ice cream parlor,
gem mine, glassblower and the
Cavern Kitchen.

KAZUMURA CAVE, HAWAII
Hawaii has an abundance

of caves, and Kazumura is its
largest. At over 40 miles long,
Kazumura is the longest lava
tube in the world. Choose from
three tours: Lava Falls (easy/
moderate), Pit Room (moderate/
challenging) and Maze, which
is for experienced cavers and
climbers only.

ISTOCKPHOTO.COM

APE CAVES

WIKIPEDIA

KAZUMURA CAVE

The fit20 team is ready to coach you into vitality!

COME AND SEE US…..
YOUR FIRST TRAINING IS FREE!
Three locations serving the entire
region….There is a fit20 near you

Visit: WWW.FIT20USA.COM
or Call 571-348-2000

1000 Winchester St., Suite 201
Fredericksburg, VA 22401
libertyplace@fit20usa.com • 540-377-0130

fit20 Liberty Place

fit20 Cosner’s Corner
9679 Jefferson Davis Highway • Fredericksburg, VA 22407
cosnerscorner@fit20usa.com • 540-377-0131

fit20 Aquia Park
2789 Jefferson Davis Hwy Suite 111
Stafford, Virginia 22554
aquiapark@fit20usa.com • 540-377-0132

Both are really ‘muscle training’. Cardio is low-intensity training and therefore you
need to invest more time to get results. Strength training, if done the fit20 way,
is high-intensity training and therefore you need to invest much less time to get
‘similar’ results.

Consider also that cardio-type training is repetitive in nature making it easier to
get injured. Many exercise-related injuries come from speed and highly repetitive
movements. The fit20 training method avoids both of these injury risks.

Lastly, it is good to know that high intensity training like fit20 engages all muscle
fiber types. Cardio training does not. In doing so, fit20 training gives you some
health and fitness benefits that cardio training just can not provide.

Trending
ThisWeek

Begin your fitness
transformation with a
Free Introductory Training!
• An initial assessment of your
health and fitness goals
with a personal trainer
• A 45-minitue in-studio
session with a certified
fit20 trainer

Strength
vs
Cardio?

Fitness made easy!
“The thing I love most about fit20 is how it’s fitness made
easy. I don’t have to think about what I’m going to do, what my
machine setting and weights are, I just show up for my set weekly
appointment and the trainer is there with everything set up for me
to have a good workout.” -Michelle Price

TRAVEL

CAVES
► FROM D4
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<< BACK ON TRACK
Train fans can rejoice in the return of
seasonal shows at cities across the U.S. C6

‘SOPRANOS’ ORAL HISTORY
Actors from hit show share anecdotes
from set of New Jersey mob drama. C4

COMING UP NEXT WEEK >> TOOLS AND NEWS TO HELP YOU DEVELOP HEALTHIER HABITS

BY HEALTH.COM

It’s easy to treat Thanksgiving as the kickoff to a six-week food fest.
There’s Grandma’s buttery mashed potatoes and Mom’s sweet pumpkin pie.

Who can resist all the delicious fare?
You may find that too much splurging on Thanksgiving sets off a domino effect
for the rest of the holiday season. But it’s hard to feel festive on New Year’s Eve

when all your clothes are tight! Here are some ways to navigate the holidays from
Thanksgiving through the New Year without letting your healthy habits slip.

Seven ways to avoid
holiday weight gain

ISTOCKPHOTO.COM

YOU CAN ENJOY FESTIVITIES WITHOUT OVER-INDULGING

1. Offer to bring a dish.
If you’re not sure you’ll find

healthy choices at a holiday gather-
ing, offer to bring a tasty, healthy
dish that you love and that other
people will too. Usually, offering to
bring something makes menu plan-
ning easier for the host, plus you can
count on having a nutritious option
available at the get-together.

2. Treat yourself to the good
stuff.

Party fare like chips and salsa,
cheese and crackers and store-
bought cookies are foods that you
can find year-round. Instead of fill-
ing up on those foods, treat yourself
to the once-a-year goodies, like your
mother-in-law’s sweet potato casse-

role or a couple of beautifully deco-
rated homemade holiday cookies.

3. Start with the veggies.
Holiday meals typically include

many vegetable dishes. As long as
they’re not swimming in butter or
topped with marshmallows, load
your plate with veggies first. Once
your plate is full with vegetables,
add other options. Basically, eat the
healthiest foods first, then nibble on
the treats.

4. Walk before you shop.
Before you visit the mall to do

your holiday shopping, grab your

sneakers for an early-morning
walk. Many malls open their doors
a couple of hours before the stores
open, so you can get in your exercise
for the day before you shop until you
drop!

5. Think small.
The holidays are a time that peo-

ple like to indulge a little bit, but you
don’t want to overdo it either. Try to
make small changes in your every-
day life to even out the extra calories

BY HANH TRUONG
THE SACRAMENTO BEE

SACRAMENTO, Calif.—As the
fall season comes and gloomy
weather rolls in, so do the feelings
of sadness and fatigue for many.
One California clinical psycholo-
gist said she gets more calls—and
anincrease inreporteddepression
symptoms—this time of year.

According to nonprofit Men-
tal Health America, seasonal
depression usually occurs as the
seasons change and typically be-
gins in the fall and continues into
the winter months.

About 5 percent of American
adults experience seasonal de-
pression, also known as seasonal
affective disorder or SAD, and it
usually lasts about 40 percent of
the year, according to the Ameri-
can Psychiatric Association.

“SAD is more than just ‘win-
ter blues.’ The symptoms can be
distressing and overwhelming
and can interfere with daily func-
tioning,” the organization wrote.

“Some of my clients have re-
ported an increase in depression
symptoms,” said Dr. Shacunda
Rodgers, a clinical psychologist
in the Sacramento area. “There
are other kinds of stressors, but
I’ve noticed a trend in general
that as fall and winter approach,
I tend to get more calls versus in
the spring and summer.”

SAD can occur in the sum-
mertime too, however at a lower
percentage. According to a Time
report, about 1 percent of the U.S.
population experiences seasonal
depression in the summer.

What causes seasonal affec-
tive disorder?

Specific causes of seasonal de-
pression haven’t been pinpointed
yet, according to Mayo Clinic.

But with daylight saving time
ending in early November, the
change in the amount of sunlight
during the day is a potential fac-
tor.

“This decrease in sunlight

For many,
late fall
can bring
sadness

ISTOCKPHOTO.COM

DOCTORS EXPLAIN HOW
SEASONAL DEPRESSION IS
MORE THAN ‘WINTER BLUES’

BY JON HEALEY
LOS ANGELES TIMES

L O S A N G E L E S — E v e n
though many people are
fully vaccinated, some pub-
lic health officials worry
that big gatherings this
holiday season could lead to
big outbreaks of COVID-19.
But families looking to
reunite have at least one
infection-averting tool that

they didn’t have last year:
rapid at-home testing kits.

The kits aren’t foolproof,
and most aren’t as reliable
as the lab-based alternative
when it comes to detecting
infections in their earliest
stages. Also, the cost can be
high if you have to check a
houseful of people.

If used in the right cir-
cumstances, however, an

at-home test can warn you
in a matter of minutes if
Cousin Antoine’s cough or
Aunt Maggie’s muscle aches
are signs of a potentially
gravethreat totherestof the
family. Even better, the tests
can make it easy for your in-
vited guests to check for an
active infection before they
trundle off to your home.

Rapid COVID tests may make holidays a bit safer

BUSINESS WIRE

Lucira CHECK-IT kit is a rapid test.

BY MIKE STOBBE
ASSOCIATED PRESS

N E W Y O R K— U . S .
health officials have
changed their defini-
tion of lead poisoning
in young children—a
move expected to more
than double the number
of kids with worrisome
levels of the toxic metal
in their blood.

The more stringent
standard announced
last month by the Cen-

ters for Disease Control
and Prevention means
the number of children
ages 1 to 5 considered
to have high blood lead
levels will grow from
about 200,000 to about
500,000.

Some experts think
the change was overdue.
The CDC last changed
the definition nine years
ago and pledged to con-
sider an update every
four years. But work on

a revision hit obstacles
during the Trump ad-
ministration, said Pat-
rick Breysse, who heads
the CDC’s National Cen-
ter for Environmental
Health.

Children can be ex-
posed to lead through
bits of old paint, con-
taminated dust, and—in
some cities—drink-
ing water that passes
through lead pipes. The
metal accumulates in the

body, and at very high
levels it can damage or-
gans and cause seizures.

But it can have insidi-
ous effects at lower lev-
els, too—especially in
young children. Kids
can absorb four to five
times as much lead as
adults exposed to the
same source, harming
children’s brain devel-
opment and leading to
attention and behavior

U.S. lowers cutoff for lead poisoning in children

FILE / CARLOS OSORIO / ASSOCIATED PRESS

The number of youngsters with worrisome levels of lead
in their blood is expected to double due to new standards.

SEE HOLIDAYS, C3

SEE POISONING, C3

SEE SEASONAL, C2 SEE RAPID TESTS, C4
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